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1) Section - A is Compulsory.
2) Attempt any Four questions from Section - B.
3) Attempt any Two questions from Section - C.

Section - A

QI) (rox2=20)
a) . Define longitudinal vibrations.

b) Write two uses of vibrations.

c) Define resonance

d) If the mass of the vibrating body increases 9 times, what will be its
effect on frequency.

e) Define logarithmic decrement.

f) What is the a'gle between inertia and spring force,?

g) What is the number of nodes if the shaft is having three rotors?

h) What is a continuous system?

i) Define principal mode of vibrarion.

j) What is a sertri definite system'/
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Section - il

x5=20)

Q2) A body is subjectecl fo tw<l lrrrrnronic Inotiolts its givett lrelorv

. r ,  = 15 s in(u '1 *  +)and-r"  = 8 cos (u ' t  + n/ i ;
6

What hannonic motion should be giverr to the body to brin-9 it to equilibriurtr'l

Q3) Determine the natural fiequency of the mass m = l5k-e as sho'uvtl in Fig-1,

assuming that the cords do not stretch and slide over the pulley rim. Assume

that the pulley has no lnass.

Given k ,  =8x l03N/m

k"=6x l03N/m

Q4) A door 200cm high, 75crn wide and 4cm thick and weighing 35kg is fitted

with an automobile door closer. The door opens against a spring witl'r a

modulus of lkg cm/rad. If the door is opened 90o and released, how long

will it take the door to be lvithin 1o of closing? Assume the return spring of

the door to be critically damped. Refer fig. - 2.
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QS) The springs of an autornobile trailer are compressed 0.lrn under its own

weight. Find the critical speed when the trailer is passing over a road with a

profile of sine wave whtrse anrplitude is S0rnm and tlre wavelength is |4m.

Find the amplitude of vibration at a speed of 60 krn/hr'
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Q6) Find the lowest rtatural fi'equency of vibtation

bY Ra1' lg ioh's t 'ethod.

E= 1 .96  x  l0 r r  N / rn : .  I  -4  x  107  m+

firr the systenr shorvtr in Fig. -3

wvYlvalisu bjectsAyo u. cc n r

(2x10-20)
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Section - C

Q7) Write short note on any two of the following :

(a) Holzer's rnethod.

(b) Vibrometer.

(c) Centrifugal pendulum vibration absorber.

Q8) Find the natural frequencies of a bar shown in Fig - 4.

* * * *
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Q9) Derive tlre fiequency equation of torsional vibrations tor a fiee-fiee shati of

length l .
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